Disposal of old flares

From the end of this year the MCA will cease to
accept time expired pyrotechnics for disposal. It is an
offence to fire them on land or at sea for testing, practice
or as fireworks, whether time expired or not. It is an
offence to dump them at sea. Out of date ones should
be landed ashore as soon as possible but not placed in
general rubbish or left with the Coastguard, RNLI or
police. They should only be left with approved dealers,
of whom there are not many. Northern Ireland does not
have any dealers, nor do some quite large islands. There
are only five in Scotland and two in Wales. The map
shows the disposal locations in red. You are also advised
to contact the supplier to see if he will take them back,
not practical if you bought them online. Flares cannot be
posted so you need to take them in person.
The MCA will not accept the use of alternatives, such
as LED flares. However, the Coastguard were strongly
opposed to mobile phones but now see advantages in
their use and have publicized victims who have used
torches on mobile phones to guide in rescue helicopters
so their thinking on LED flares might also change.

ODLO acquire
Henri-Lloyd
ODLO International
AG have acquired HenriLloyd. In the 60 years
since Henri Strzelecki
set up his Manchester
marine clothing
company he established
various firsts including
nylon zips that did not
corrode and taping of
seams, used universally
these days.
ICF extend
agreement
The ICF have extended
their deal with China’s
top streaming platform,
Huya, to continue to
cover events until the
end of 2024. They
will also extend their
partnership with H&A
Media of Lausanne.
Huya’s output is free to
watch in China.

The Chinese Itoo Kayak Co of Ningbo have been
in business for a decade and are keen to sell to this
country. They are primarily rotomoulders but also offer
a range of accessories.
Jander of Shandong are also keen to offer their
kayaks.

Flares agreement

AquaMarine have signed an agreement with Lalizas
UK to distribute pyrotechnic marine rescue signalling
products from Paines Wessex.
(Googling ‘aquamarine’ brought us an extensive
range of blue jewellery. Being more specific and trying
‘aquamarine flares’ offered a selection of blue trousers.)

Paint it black

It has always been possible to spot carbon fibre
reinforcement in a canoe by its black colour. That
is about to change as Hypetex have found a way of
colouring it.
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